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Introduction to Brazilian-American Relations

Brazil and the United States were military allies from 1942 to 1977. The beginning and end of the alliance had more to do with Brazilian desires and policies than American ones. The relationship was an important element in Brazil’s modernization and the development of its armed forces. As an historical note, after gaining independence from Portugal in 1822, Brazil’s emperor, Pedro I, sent an envoy to Washington with instructions to negotiate a defensive alliance with the northern republic. The Americans said no. That negative response set a undercurrent that persisted over time.

There were crucial exceptions to the tendency of the American government to hold the Brazilians at arms length. In 1893, President Glover Cleveland violated neutrality laws by allowing a private businessman, with Brazilian interests, to raise a 12 ship flotilla, armed with the era’s most feared naval gun and electrical torpedoes, crewed and commanded by Americans, to steam for Rio to suppress rebels against the then new Brazilian republic. The Brazilian government was so happy that it made July 4th a national holiday. The relationship over the next decades has been labeled “an unwritten alliance.” In 1917 the Brazilian army sent a group of officers to train at the U.S. coast artillery school, as well as a mission to study the organization of American war plants and arsenals. In addition, Brazilian officers served on American warships in World War I, and Brazil received a large American Naval Mission in 1922. But American ignorance of Brazil was emphasized in the victory parade in New York, when the flag given to the Brazilian delegation was that of the Empire, which had ended in 1889.
Between the World Wars

After the war, seeking to modernize their army, the Brazilians turned to France for an advisory mission. They considered inviting the Americans to learn from the United States’ massive mobilization, but thought that they were culturally closer to the French and political and banking interests in São Paulo backed the choice of France. By the 1930s the Brazilian general staff was somewhat disenchanted with the French and piecemeal began seeking American assistance for specialized training in coastal artillery, medical care, and aviation. American aircraft and weapons producers were more interested in accommodating Brazilians at their plants than were American military officials in training them in their schools and bases. The idea of a military alliance was not on the official agenda of either country. Indeed in 1933-38 Brazil, which could not afford to buy arms in the United States (also made difficult by neutrality laws), turned to Germany, where it could use “compensation trade” to acquire weapons. This was not an ideologically based decision, but a practical economic one. The Brazilian chief of staff warned “…we are disarmed, even our rifles are in a sad state.” This interlude of doing business with the Nazi regime caused undue suspicion in the United States and resulted in the labeling of the Brazilian leaders involved as Germanophiles.

At the very time these purchases were being negotiated, Brazilian army intelligence officers were saying that the “ambitions and demands of Germany, Italy, and Japan” were a “latent danger for Brazil.” They also recommended “greater closeness with the United States of America, our principal support in case of war.” These officers saw the United States as Brazil’s best customer, but noted that “we buy relatively little from them.” They understood that unless Brazil developed its military power it could not liberate itself from “North American dependence,” which they thought it could do “without prejudicing an even greater closeness with the great confederation of the north.”

As the world slid toward another great war, Brazilian army leaders believed that they had to depend on their own wits and resources and that they should use the crises that lay ahead to obtain the greatest advantage for Brazil. When considering the looming war clouds, Brazilian military and presidential papers continually point to the United States as the logical partner.

World War II Alliance with the United States

In January 1937, such thinking naturally led President Getúlio Vargas to offer discussion of all forms of military and naval cooperation, including an American naval base in a Brazilian port to be used in case of aggression against...
the United States. At the time it was Washington that was not prepared to act. Less than two years later it would be the Roosevelt administration that was desperate to obtain bases in Brazil. In the dark days of May 1940 a worried Roosevelt ordered the army to plan operation *Pot of Gold* to send 100,000 troops to points from Belém to Rio de Janeiro. Happily that operation did not go beyond the planning stage. However, it did emphasize the importance of Brazil in hemispheric defense against the Axis. In September 1940 the United States agreed to provide the wherewithal for a steel mill, and the Vargas government placed Brazil’s resources on the American side. In June 1941 the Brazilian cabinet approved construction of the crucial northeastern air bases. In October 1941 the two governments signed a Lend-Lease agreement that was to provide $100,000,000 in military material to Brazil.

In the space of three weeks from mid-February to early March 1942 German submarines sank five Brazilian ships and in response Vargas closed the nation’s ports. After Vice-Admiral Jonas H. Ingram, commander of the U.S. South Atlantic Force (later in March 1943 the U.S. Fourth Fleet) pledged to protect shipping he lifted the embargo and placed Brazilian air and naval forces under the admiral’s operational control. Finally in May 1942, concluding long and complicated negotiations, the two countries signed a political-military agreement that confirmed what had become a de facto alliance. The German response was a stepped up submarine campaign that sent 21 vessels to the bottom by August 19, 1942. The earlier attacks had been in international waters, those in August were along the Brazilian coast itself. One ship, the *Baependi* carried a Brazilian artillery regiment, whose loss deeply angered the army. People took to the streets attacking German-owned businesses and demanding action. On August 22 the cabinet recognized that a state of war existed with the Axis. Brazil was in the war.

During World War II, the United States had its largest air base outside of the country at Natal in northeast Brazil and a string of subsidiary air bases from the Amazon to Rio Grande do Sul. It also based its navy’s 4th Fleet at Recife and was thereby able to successfully sweep German submarines from the South Atlantic.

All diplomacy is a dance tuned to an ever-changing composition. Having been pursued since 1938, the Brazilians found that the allied victory in North Africa had changed the cadence and direction of their waltz with Washington; they now had to step lively as the American focus shifted away from Brazil. In 1942-1943 Brazil moved from being on the frontline of the war to being a rear area trampoline that bounced personnel, equipment, and supplies to the forward fighting lines. Brazilian leaders realized that to benefit from the war, they could not limit themselves to providing war materials, pass-through air bases, and diplomatic support; they would have to make the blood sacrifice. Roosevelt endorsed the Brazilian desire to commit troops
and pointedly told Vargas that he wanted him with him at the peace table.

United States military relations with Brazil were complicated, long standing, deep, and extensive and unlike those with any other Latin American country. The foregoing was the historical process that led Brazil to send an infantry division to be part of the U.S. Fifth Army in Italy. 14

Brazilian leaders hoped that their troops would turn the historic collaboration with the United States into “a true alliance of destinies.” What was soon called the Brazilian Expeditionary Force (FEB) would, they trusted, gain American assistance in Brazilian industrialization and in a total military reorganization. It is significant that the architect of this alliance with the United States was a civilian,” foreign minister Oswaldo Aranha. Of course he had his military allies on the Brazilian scene, but he was the principal motivator and spokesman for the alliance. The problem was that Brazil had neither sufficient weapons nor factories to produce them. Brazil could supply the troops but the United States had to provide everything else including transport to the war zone.

Not surprisingly some American officials, worried about arming their own troops and supplying heavily engaged allied forces, questioned the wisdom of Brazilian involvement in combat. They had their Brazilian bases and Brazilian natural resources so why be concerned about token troop commitments? Roosevelt had other ideas; he hoped that Brazilians in combat would make Brazil the pro-American bulwark in South America. Argentina was then very much a worrisome question mark. As late as January 1944, President Roosevelt was “disturbed” by Argentine involvement in a coup in Bolivia and believed that the trend of its intervention in neighboring countries should be “nipped in the bud” by building up “the strength of Brazil” so that it could place two or three motorized divisions facing the Argentine border. 15

The War Department regarded “any actual armed attack by Argentina on its neighbors … [to be] highly improbable at this time” and that “our immediate objective should be to create … a psychological effect favorable to us…. ” That effect would be created by shipping 129 light tanks, 53 medium tanks, and 54 armored cars, guns, howitzers and machine guns to Brazil and constructing two airfields in the south of the country. 16

**Brazilian Expeditionary Force**

The expeditionary force was a Brazilian idea calculated to obtain arms and post-war development assistance, as well as increased international influence. One could argue that the idea had not been carefully thought through because Brazil did not have standing divisions ready for shipment abroad. Indeed its army was organized around static geographic regional headquarters which presided over dispersed regiments quartered in barracks that had no
room for additional mobilized troops or space for field training. Most barracks were in urban areas and troops were drafted from the surrounding region. To form the expeditionary force, units were ordered up from across Brazil. Because the army had not fought abroad since the 1860’s war with Paraguay it did not have the types of support units needed for independent action, such as military police, signal or nursing. These were formed from civilian entities, and volunteers. Because Brazilian army commanders wanted to keep most of their existing troops at home they expanded the draft to fill the ranks of the expeditionary force, but they found that draft dodging increased markedly and huge percentages of those who did report were found to be medically unfit for service. The proposed three or four division expeditionary corps was scaled back to a single division of 25,000. And oddly for an army that supposedly wanted combat experience, of the 870 infantry officers assigned to the expeditionary force, at least 302 were reservists. Partly this reflected a lack of junior officers on active duty.17

Since 1938, Brazilian officers had been sent to the United States for courses, particularly in coast artillery and aviation. Well before Pearl Harbor groups of Brazilian officers were at a variety of American army schools. By the end of 1944 over 1000 officers had gone to the United States. The Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, set up a special Brazilian course through which passed 259 officers, the largest contingent from any foreign country.

Arriving at Naples in July 1944, the soldiers of the first echelon, who had not yet been issued their weapons, were mistaken for German prisoners because of their similarly styled uniforms. Their officers were startled by the intense training the Americans demanded. Many of the FEB soldiers had had very little training and they would need a lot of it to face the battle hardened Germans in the rugged mountains of Italy. The literature on the FEB makes much of its struggle to take an elevation called “Monte Castello” during the winter of 1944-1945. The Italian campaign was brutal because the Allies had to fight continuously uphill to dislodge the Germans from well-prepared positions on commanding elevations. When the FEB reached division strength in November, it took its place with the U.S. Fourth Corps of the Fifth Army in the mountains north of Florence and west of Bologna. The Fifth Army’s objective was to break through the German’s so-called Gothic Line and descend into the Po Valley to take Bologna.

Relations between the Brazilian troops and the Americans were sometimes tense. It was awkward for the Brazilians to be totally dependent on the American forces for training, clothing, arms, equipment, and food. The American emphasis on training, training, and more training, even of frontline personnel, bemused the Brazilians. It was a clash between two cultures, one that so believed in education that its army’s terminology was drawn from
the language of the school house, and the other that left most of its people unschooled. The outcome was a successful example of coalition warfare, which always requires determined effort and understanding to blend national styles into a winning combination. As Napoleon reportedly said, he would rather fight against a coalition than with one. But the FEB went beyond the standard idea of coalition warfare because of its total integration into the American army. It was not a colonial unit, as were the British Indian ones, or a Commonwealth military, such as the Canadian, New Zealander, or South African, nor a Free “this or that,” such as the Polish or French contingents. It was a division from the army of an independent, sovereign state that voluntarily placed its men and women under United States command. The connection could not have been tighter and still have preserved the FEB’s integrity of command and its Brazilian identity. It never lost either.

Emblematic of the FEB’s success as a combat unit was its capture of the German 148th Division on April 29-30, 1945. The Brazilians thus earned the distinction of taking the surrender of the only intact German division then on the Italian front.

**Post World War Disappointment**

At the end of the war relations between the two countries, and especially their two military establishments were extremely close. Unfortunately American demobilization was so deep and rapid that succeeding American governments lost sight of the importance of the relationship. Changes in presidents, cabinet officials, and department level staffs resulted in a loss of institutional memory. The documents on the relationship lay undigested in the archives for years. Brazil’s war role faded under archival dust. It is worth noting that the voluminous documents in the American archives about the construction of the air bases, the intense military negotiations, improvement of ports, and diplomatic relations generally, and particularly about the FEB were still classified “Secret” as late as 1964. The histories of World War II gave priority to relations among the Big Three – U.S., Britain, and Russia -- and only slowly turned to the secondary powers. Historians emphasized United States combat operations, not how the supply and support networks had been created and functioned. Brazil rarely entered the American world view.

American officials implied that Brazil would have a privileged position after the war. Even before the Brazilian troops reached Italy, the two governments signed an agreement that would have allowed the American military to have use of air bases at Natal, Recife, and Belém for ten years after the war ended. It appeared as if the two countries would remain close allies in the post-war period.
On August 1, 1944, the Department of State alerted diplomatic missions in Latin America that they were to propose that bilateral staff conversations lay “the foundations for continued military collaboration between [sic] the American Republics in the post-war period.”21 A little later in August, Cordell Hull wrote to the chief of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral William D. Leahy, saying that the conversations with Brazil and Mexico should be held before they were initiated with any other republic.22 The objective was to standardize the weaponry, training and organization of the Latin American armed forces so that if there was another attack on the hemisphere there would be a massive defense force ready. A further goal was to prevent European countries from selling arms or placing military missions in the region. The difficulty was that Brazil and the United States entered into these discussions with different objectives. The Brazilians were not interested in standardization, but in establishing their predominance in South America: they wanted to insure that Argentina would never be able to attack Brazil successfully. A further problem was that Americans were not united in their own estimate of the situation.

On October 10, 1944, the staff conversations presided over by Getúlio Vargas were officially begun with much fanfare in Rio’s Catete Palace. The President commented that what they were doing “for all practical purposes amounted to a military alliance” and recalled that their “highly satisfactory military collaboration” had begun “even before Pearl Harbor.”23 With this auspicious beginning the two militaries held detailed staff discussions about the structures, armaments and equipping, stationing, missions, and cooperative arrangements of the Brazilian armed forces after the war. Similar conversations were to be held with other Latin American countries.24 The discussions were conducted between Brazilian and American officers without any involvement of civilian diplomats. The resulting papers or studies were the official views of the Brazilian armed forces and had been approved by President Vargas. The American officers assumed that the United States wished Brazil to have “a strong and cooperative role in the maintenance of hemispherical defense as a component of post-war world order, thereby relieving the United States of the military burden and political embarrassment of playing this role directly in South America.”25 The Americans believed that “Brazil was willing and anxious to become a southern partner of the United States in a military sense,” but that Brazilians wanted assistance to become self-sufficient, rather than having “continued help.” The army “program was scaled to cover defense of Brazil from attack within or from without South America, in conjunction with possible United States help.”26

The Brazilian navy hoped for the transfer of some 32 warships that included two battleships, two light aircraft carriers, four cruisers, fifteen destroyers, and nine submarines, which would “make the Brazilian Navy
incontestably the strongest naval force in South America...” However, Ambassador Adolf A. Berle doubted that the Brazilian navy could maintain such “complicated and formidable” machinery. He argued that “the money and effort used in organizing a naval force at this point in Brazilian history would be infinitely better spent on putting in an internal transport system, and building and maintaining public schools.” He may have been correct, but apparently he forgot that such policy decisions were for Brazilian leaders to make and were not the purview of the American ambassador. The Staff conversations raised the expectations of the Brazilian navy, which were stimulated further due to comments that Admiral Jonas Ingram, commander of the 4th U.S. Fleet based at Recife, made to reporters in early July 1945 in which he said that a number of American ships would be ceded to Brazil. The comments and the promise of ships were “unauthorized” but that did not reduce their impact. Somewhat frustrated, Berle observed that “we have to cope with the results. To throw overboard the Naval Conversations now would undoubtedly create a very considerable crisis.” He recommended keeping “the program as an ideal, [taking measures] … toward realizing it without commitments as to time.”

The proposal for the army, at least in the American view, emphasized instruction and training. It called for the insertion of American instructors at every level of training of enlisted specialists and of officers. American officers would be assigned to the “tactical schools, the military academy, and officers pre-military schools.” Although the document did not mention the French Military Mission’s long attempt to reshape the Brazilian army, the considerable American insertion into Brazilian army institutions would be even more profound than what the French had done. Within two years of the proposal’s approval the Brazilians wanted to receive “sufficient war materiel with which to equip … [a] peace-time Army of 180,000 and … a reserve sufficient to equip the 26 divisions contemplated in … initial mobilization plan.” Ambassador Berle doubted that within the specified two years the army would be ready to receive so much equipment and arms. He thought it would involve “an extremely large factor of waste.” He asserted that “the Brazilian record for maintenance is not good; and there is always a tendency to ask for new equipment as a solution.” However, he observed that “the capacity for maintenance is there if it can be developed.”

The staff conversations also proposed the expansion of the Brazilian Air Force from 14,000 officers and men to 25,654 by 1948, with a like increase in aircraft from the current 60 fighter bombers to 200 by 1949. If adopted, Berle believed that “Brazil would have unquestioned air supremacy so that no nation or group of nations in South America could oppose her. Technically she would have the continent at her mercy. Given her pacific tendencies, this is not of itself a danger.” Indeed underlying the three sets of staff talks was
the belief that “Brazil if armed would be a force for peace and defense, and not for war and expansion; and [based] on the historical and psychological record of Brazil,” Berle concurred that “this assumption seems warranted.”

The reports resulting from the staff conversations, which had been approved at the highest levels of the Brazilian government, were sent to Washington with Brazilian expectations soaring, but then nothing happened. Rio de Janeiro was not even notified of their receipt. Some nine months later at the end of December, Colonel José Bina Machado, who had been Brazil’s first military attaché in Washington from 1938 to November 1941 and was considered a friend of the United States, paid an unsettling visit to the American embassy. During the previous months he had been chief of Minister of War Dutra’s office, and was close to Generals Dutra, Góes Monteiro, and other high officers. He said he was alarmed at the “recent growth of anti-American sentiment in high Brazilian army circles, gravely threatening the future of Brazilian–American military cooperation.” He declared that Brazilian officers were thinking that the United States “was inclined to treat Brazil as a small brother rather than an important nation” and doubted American sincerity about “a wholehearted policy of cooperation with Brazil.” The chargé d’affaires quickly reported Bina Machado’s comments warning that it was “obvious that immediate action must be taken … to produce concrete results pursuant to the staff conversations.” If action was not taken, he predicted that it would “prejudice the standing of our military personnel in Brazil, and gravely threaten the whole future of American-Brazilian military cooperation.” And it would, he emphasized, have “effects far transcending the immediate military necessity.” Secretary of State James F. Byrnes replied that there had been no change in Washington’s policy of “full cooperation with Brazil” and that it was “our most earnest desire to keep our relations with Brazil on the same intimately friendly basis that has existed traditionally….’’ He was concerned that unnamed “certain elements” might be trying to stir up trouble. What he did not say was that his department was seeking to regain from the War Department its former dominance in hemispheric policy making. And the nature of the special military relationship was the test case.

Also of concern was the appearance in Rio of an agent of the British company Vickers Armstrong with offers to sell to the Brazilian navy at scrap prices a large number of fully equipped combat vessels. The agent was making the rounds of South American capitals seeking prospective buyers. Minister of Navy Jorge Dodsworth Martins told the American Naval attaché that he was worried that such sales could be the start of an arms race. He questioned the status of the staff conversations’ recommendations. Ambassador Berle urged the State Department to act, but it seems to have immediately tried to restrain the British, rather than pressure for the implementation of the staff proposals.
The Brazilians could not understand the American attitude Truman and his team said the right things, but was failing to act on them.38 What was going on? In 1945 there were two sets of opposing attitudes in Washington regarding Brazil’s military status and relationship with the United States. From 1938 onward the War and Navy Departments had gradually eclipsed the State Department in the realm of foreign policy making, particularly in the Americas. Secretary of State Cordell Hull had not favored the idea of a special relationship with Brazil and after President Roosevelt’s death on April 12, 1945, Truman’s team had little familiarity with Brazilian-American relations or sympathy for Brazilian ambitions. And that view eventually spread to the army staff. Perhaps because so much of what had happened in Brazil was in the shadows, Brazilian contributions were not well known, even in the War Department.39

**American Military Views**

The American military was divided between those with direct experience with the Brazilians and those who had more theoretical views on how to deal with the American Republics. The two groups of officers saw things very differently. Those in Brazil recommended recognizing Brazil’s emergence “as the dominant military power in South America.” Referring to “Brazil’s contribution, in the present conflict, to Hemispheric Defense,” they advised building “Brazil into a power in the South American continent comparable to that of the United States in the North American continent….”40 The problem was that such a policy collided with the fault line between the Spanish-American republics and Portuguese-speaking Brazil, and the desire of Washington’s bureaucracies to craft policies that engaged all of Latin America. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved a statement (JSC 629) that provided “for an integration of all Latin American armed forces into a hemisphere defense force equipped with United States material and organized and trained in accordance with United States standards.” The War Department’s intelligence section candidly admitted that “one of the main purposes of the integration policy was “to prevent European powers from providing arms and military missions to Latin American republics. If Brazil alone were provided with substantial American arms and equipment it would be “inevitable that European powers” would move into the breach with arms and military missions, particularly in Argentina, Chile, and Peru. The army intelligence (G-2) critics asserted that “a reversal of the policy would have a disastrous effect upon United States relations with Latin America … [and] would lead to a Spanish-speaking bloc which would be hostile to both the United States and Brazil.” Pan American unity “would be destroyed and Inter-American military cooperation disrupted.” The negative evaluation
concluded acidly: “The friendship of Brazil for the United States … is a recent development and there is no assurance of its permanence.” On June 9, 1945 the Army staff’s Operations Division (OPD) agreed with the foregoing assessment and recommendation against a pro-Brazil policy. OPD, showing lamentable ignorance of reality, reduced Brazil’s wartime contributions to allowing American personnel in northeast Brazil to construct strategic air bases and to participate in the defense of the region. The author’s final line caught the mood in Washington by saying: “Assurance of Brazil’s friendship for the United States is no less than that of other Latin American countries.”

How different in tone was OPD’s assessment from that of officials more aware of the importance of those very same air bases. In an August 1943 report to the Senate investigation of the airfield projects, a special assistant to the Secretary of War declared that without the Brazilian route to Africa “the entire course of the war might have been changed.” For Brazilian aspirations it was most unfortunate that “the entire project has from the beginning been treated as a secret one.” Obviously, secret projects are not widely known and can be easily forgotten.

Brazilian leaders in the second half of 1945 were slow to realize that their “blood sacrifice” was lost from view in the rivers of blood shed on the world’s battlefields. Historians have not been inquisitive as to Brazil’s immediate post-war role in world affairs. They have concentrated on the fall of Vargas, the successor Eurico Dutra government and Brazilian activity in the new United Nations. No one has asked why Brazil did not participate in the occupation of the defeated Axis countries.

No Occupation Role

While the above was going on in Rio de Janeiro and Washington, a different dialogue had taken place in Italy. At some point in February 1945, likely after the victory at Monte Castello, General Mark Clark, former Commander of U.S. Fifth Army, asked General João Batista Mascarenhas de Moraes about contributing troops to the occupation. Clark would eventually head the occupation of Austria and apparently had the idea of transferring the FEB there. It is significant that little is known about this inquiry. Sources such as the Foreign Relations papers are silent and I have not found anything in the military files in the National Archives.

The Brazilian sources tell us more but in shadowy fashion. Without any prompting Mascarenhas wrote Minister of War Dutra that he did not favor an occupation role because it would necessarily involve Brazilian troops in an uncomfortable disciplinary function that could easily turn violent. As the least powerful force in that theater of operations under the control of one of the strongest nations, he did not think his troops cut a figure of sufficient...
authority for such a role. He noted that the poor quality of their uniforms compared unfavorably with those of the Americans and English, and worse, he regarded their discipline and military instruction as deficient. He concluded by writing that “It seems to me [to be] contra-indicated to employ the Força Expedicionária Brasileira as occupation troops in any country of this continent.”45

The FEB’s chief of staff Colonel Floriano de Lima Brayner argued against participating in the occupation. He apparently thought that Brazil was paying the full cost of the FEB, and so “staying in Italy,” he observed bitterly, “would cost incalculable and onerous fortunes of our public moneys.” He complained that “the only thing the Americans did not charge for was the air we breathed because the banks could not measure it.”46 Sadly, he was unaware that in early April 1945 the Lend-Lease agreement between the two governments was modified to include the FEB operations. Decades later he still believed that the Americans did not appreciate them.47 General Willis D. Crittendenber, commander of the Fourth Corps of the U.S. Fifth Army, met with FEB staff officer (G-3) Humberto de Castello Branco in Milan on May 10, 1945. He asked Castello why the Brazilians were in such a hurry to go home. Castello replied that Brazil was not represented on the allied council for governing Italy and so it should not contribute troops. He said that Brazil had no political interest in Europe. Castello and Brayner believed that the FEB had completed its mission and there was no reason for it to be part of the occupation of Italy or anywhere else.48 But, of course, this was not a decision for field officers to make. Exactly who made the decision and why is not known. It is possible that the missing 1945 and 1946 Relatórios of the Minister of War might shed some light on why Brazil did not participate in the occupation. It could be that there are documents in some archive and we have just missed them.49

If the Brazilian army had taken part in the occupation it likely would have given Brazil a louder voice in post-war diplomacy and likely would have strengthened its relationship with the United States. Ambassador Vasco Leitão da Cunha in his oral history testimony observed that British General Harold R. L. G. Alexander, commander of the 15th Group of Armies had said to him: “The Brazilian is a fine soldier. I’m sorry to hear they want to go home and not go to Austria.” Leitão da Cunha was in Rome when he heard this and immediately telegraphed the Brazilian government saying “that the FEB ought to stay.” Apparently in the Itamaraty the diplomats were not looking to expand Brazilian influence and prestige; one of them responded: “This is a sneaky way for them to earn gold.” [“Isso é cavação deles para ganhar ouro.”] As if the war-weary veterans were thinking only of lining their pockets! The Ambassador summarized his reaction by saying “we give up conquered gains.” [“Nós abdicamos das vantagens conquistadas.”] “And we did not know how
to take advantage of what we had done; we stay with intrigues, lesser things, when we had a natural ally. We stayed out of step with the United States.”

He concluded by saying that “the Germanophiles [in the War Ministry] did not lose their Germanophilia. They fought without enthusiasm.” Because of its role in the war “Brazil stopped being an adolescent country and became a serious country.” “We do not know how to take advantage of the things that we do well. We ought to celebrate [them], but Brazilians don’t know what the pracinhas did.”

If Brazil had participated in the occupation its visibility and, perhaps, status in the post-war world would have been different.

Even before World War II ended the United States negotiated a ten-year extension of its access to air bases at Belém, Natal, and Recife. American policy aimed at excluding all other foreign military influences from the Western Hemisphere and to solidify American leadership in military matters. Brazil was to be the model for the other American republics of the value of such an arrangement of hemispheric defense. The United States which before the war had not been interested in training and supplying Latin American forces now made this the core of its relations with the region.

The Pacific

When Brazil entered the war in August 1942, it recognized that a state of war existed with Germany and Italy, but it did not include Japan. The other two Axis powers had sunk Brazilian ships, in effect attacking Brazil. Japan had attacked another American republic, so Brazil broke relations with the three, but its tradition was to go to war only if attacked. Nonetheless the Brazilian government imposed harsh repressive controls on the large Japanese immigrant population in the country. Japanese immigration started in 1906 and resulted in sizable communities in the southern states and in Pará in the Amazon. With the end of the war in Europe in early May 1945, all eyes turned toward the Pacific. Peace in Europe also meant the end of Brazilian participation in the Lend-Lease program. The exact thinking of the Vargas government is not clear, but it must have seen advantages to joining the fight in the Pacific. Especially because Argentina still maintained its neutrality.

The Vargas let it be known that his government would respond favorably to an American request that it enter the war with Japan. Washington demurred saying it would welcome a Brazilian declaration, but it would be up to Brazil to act without an invitation. On May 8, Vargas, rejoicing in the victory in Europe, told journalists that the bases in the northeast would continue to serve the war effort until Japan was defeated. He emphasized that if the United Nations needed Brazilian troops in the Pacific, “the country was ready to supply them.” Meanwhile some American troops in Italy were being shipped to the Pacific theater, while Brazil’s troops would soon be
heading home.

At that time the United Nations organization was being organized in San Francisco. Brazil was angling for a seat on the Security Council, but faced resistance from the British and the Russians and a lack of enthusiasm from the Americans. The chief Brazilian representative at the conference, Pedro Leão Veloso, met with President Truman to discuss Lend-Lease issues and possible Brazilian entry into the war with Japan. The Department of State opined that “it would be politically advantageous to have Brazil declare war on Japan.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff approved “a token participation of the Brazilian Air Force in the Pacific”, but because of transportation and retraining difficulties they could not make use of Brazilian ground troops. On June 6, 1945 Brazil announced that “having for some time considered the aggression of Japan against the United States of America as though it were directed against Brazil itself and desiring to cooperate for the final victory of the United Nations…” it declared that a state of war existed with the Empire of Japan. President Truman telegraphed to Vargas his “deep satisfaction” that Brazil “will be solidly at our side until the total defeat of the one remaining Axis aggressor.” He noted that the action was “an additional bond in the historic friendship” that had its “roots in the beginnings of our respective histories as independent nations.” However, it may be that the Brazilian declaration and offer of troops were more related to a desire to keep Lend-Lease arms and equipment flowing than to a real desire to see action in the Pacific.

It is worth noting that historians have not paid attention to Brazil’s entry into the war against Japan. The many thousands of Japanese immigrants in Brazil suffered discrimination and severe repression in the late 1930s nationalist campaigns, and even worse after the 1942 break in relations. Because of their extreme cultural and physical isolation most of them did not believe that Japan had lost the war. Recently, one team of Brazilian historians has questioned why Brazil delayed including Japan in the recognition of a state of war from 1942 to 1945. Their continuing research may provide answers. They noted that even without such action Brazilian authorities treated the resident Japanese as harshly as they did the Germans and Italians. The intense political agitation that led to the deposition of President Vargas at the end of October 1945 likely distracted and deflected historians’ attention to other questions such as the formation of the United Nations.

By the end of December 1945 a significant number of Brazilian officers had doubts about American sincerity regarding their relationship. Such officers thought that the Americans were “inclined to treat Brazil as a small brother rather than an important nation pledged to full military cooperation.” Secretary of State James F. Byrnes tried to counter such feelings by saying that
it was the Truman administration’s “most earnest desire to keep our relations with Brazil on the same intimately friendly basis that has existed traditionally and particularly throughout the war….”

**The Cold War**

When peace turned into tension and then into harsh relations between the United States and the Soviet Union, the Brazilian military easily adhered to the American Cold War policies, after all, they had confronted the communist menace head on in 1935, and so were willing to back Washington versus Moscow. The U.S. Army’s plans for Latin America in 1945 aimed at standardizing arms, equipment and training. Military planners envisioned a multimillion dollar aid program that would integrate the region’s armies and would stimulate broad development of its societies. Such thinking relied on the continuation of the wartime levels of funding. The U.S. Congress wanted to reduce spending and had little interest in Latin American economic and military development. The perception of American civilian leaders was that Brazil, indeed, Latin America was safe from the communist threat, and that Washington should focus on the hot spots. It soon became clear to Brazilian leaders that Brazil would not receive the development assistance that they had been led to expect for providing wartime support.

American policies and Brazilian expectations proceeded at odds. The Americans wanted to continue using their wartime bases and by the early 1950s would be seeking missile tracking and radio stations seemingly under the cover of the supposedly special relationship between the two countries. The prospects had been bright back in February 1944 when President Roosevelt suggested a joint Brazilian-American air base in either West Africa or in the Cape Verde Islands and Vargas had said that “he would gladly participate” in such a venture. It should be said that the United States did not have any rights to such bases and so the offer to Vargas was being made on a “if and when” basis. It is likely that this joint base idea provoked Vargas to say to Ambassador Caffery: “Well, you may tell President Roosevelt that I am willing to make an agreement with you permitting some sort of continuing military use of those fields [in the northeast].” In conversations with Caffery, Vargas repeatedly sought assurances of support in case Argentina attacked, and the Americans understood that they had to “at least go through motions sympathetic to Vargas’ desires” if they wanted to conclude an agreement on the use of the bases. Throughout the resulting secret negotiations, there was concern by those involved about opposition from Brazilian air force officers, who were suspicious of American intentions. All of the foregoing unraveled when Aranha, Roosevelt, and then Vargas were no longer managing the relationship.
At the same time Washington’s policy, as embodied in the logic of the various Inter-American conferences called for equal treatment for all Latin American countries. Washington seemed to want both a strong bilateral relationship with Brazil and a multilateral relationship with all of Latin America. This contradiction resulted from a deep divide in the American government between the State Department, which favored multilateralism and the War (later Defense) Department that was inclined toward a bilateral relationship with Brazil. As a result the messages the Brazilians received from Americans were often confusing.  

Although Brazil, particularly its military, wanted close friendship with the United States, the Brazilian attitude was not subservience; they wanted a relationship of equals that enhanced rather than diminished their nationalism. In 1948 the new CIA correctly warned that in any choice between cooperation and national sovereignty the Brazilian leadership would follow an independent course. Washington “should not assume Brazil would make concessions incompatible with its national goals.”  

After the war the United States did not provide the arms the Brazilians expected and, more worrisome from the perspective of Rio de Janeiro, it sought a rapprochement with Argentina. This aspect of American multilateralism deeply disturbed the Brazilians who still had a third of their military forces permanently arrayed in defensive positions against a long-expected Argentine invasion. Brazilian strategic planning was based on the premise of war with Argentina. In 1947 they were somewhat mollified by the arrival of enough “surplus” American equipment to outfit a division of infantry and an airborne combat team. But surplus items were not new and recalled the used French equipment they had obtained after the First World War. The Brazilians felt inferior and had a sense that somehow they were being cheated. This was especially so because the Truman administration was working hard to prevent the Brazilian congress from passing laws that would shut out foreign participation in Brazilian petroleum development. Most of the American pressure came from the State Department, but that did not prevent Brazilian officers from feeling suspicious.  

The Pentagon regarded Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela as the Latin American countries whose interests appeared “to be most closely allied to the U.S. national interest or which for other reasons should be granted the highest priority of training assistance.” The basic idea was that “training and education were tools for maintaining influence.” Not surprisingly, the Pentagon was enthusiastic about helping the Brazilians create their new Escola Superior de Guerra, loosely modeled on the American “National War College” to prepare their military and civilian elites to find solutions for Brazil’s development problems.  

While the American government, at the level of the presidency, always
said soothing words of friendship, outside the White House its actions gave the impression of hardness vis-à-vis Brazilian development; indeed American officials had little interest in or knowledge of Latin America. George F. Kennan, then in the State Department, who would be influential in shaping the policy of containment of the Soviet Union, saw the region’s racially mixed populations as “unhappy and hopeless” and he judged Brazil by the “noisy, wildly competitive traffic” in Rio de Janeiro and was repulsed by the “unbelievable contrasts between luxury and poverty.”69 He viewed the region as insignificant: “we have really no vital interests in that part of the world,” and thought that the government should “not be greatly concerned for their opinion of us.”70 Of course, he had spent all of a month in the region and was innocent of knowledge of its languages and histories.

Kennan’s 1950 report on the region was shelved and did not influence Washington’s policies toward Latin America. 71 But his attitudes were not far removed from those of other officials who used more diplomatic language.

Petroleum Development and Korean War

Oil was a central issue that was viewed differently in the two countries. The United States position was that Brazil should allow American companies to search for, develop, and basically to own the resulting oil. Free trade and free investment were the American mantras of the era. The Brazilian military was divided as to the best way to develop the crucial resource. Some absolutely opposed foreign corporate involvement, while others thought that foreign money and know-how was necessary. The resulting argument within the armed forces weakened and delayed the development of a concerted national policy.

The division of military opinion regarding oil development was embroiled further by the outbreak of war in Korea. Those officers who opposed American involvement in petroleum tended to blame the United States for the Korean crisis and, hence, opposed any suggestion that Brazil should send troops. The lack of American economic assistance since World War II and a sense of unfulfilled wartime promises was the backdrop for a heated debate over Korea. Anti-American sentiment was notable and growing. Ardent pro-American Foreign Minister João Neves da Fontoura believed that Brazil should not make the mistake it had in 1942 by going to war without guarantees that it would benefit. Naturally Brazil would cooperate with the United States but the cooperation should be reciprocal, after all a modern, functional Brazil would be a bulwark for the defense of the United States.

During the World War American analysts, such as the Cooke Mission, had recommended massive investments in infrastructure to allow more exports and to expand the internal market. The Mission reasoned that trade increased
between rich nations, not between rich and poor ones, and so creation of a prosperous Brazil was in the national interest of the United States. The objective should be to build up the purchasing power of Brazilians.\textsuperscript{72} The Brazilian press heralded such views as prelude to the dawning of a new era for the country hand-in-hand with their American allies. It was a euphoric rising of expectations.\textsuperscript{73} Encouraging belief that industrialization, education, housing, electrification, and trade would be the results of allied victory appeared to have been a ploy to hold Brazil at the side of the United States. Post-war requests for assistance were sidelined; for example, in 1946 when Brazil requested $200 million in loans or grants to build and modernize its railways, Washington’s bureaucracies could not agree and the cold response confused and disillusioned Brazilian officials.\textsuperscript{74} Americans were more interested in rebuilding their defeated enemies than in helping their friends, which may have been economically logical but it cut deeply. Even worse, the Americans were too willing to treat Argentina as equal to Brazil in distributing war surplus arms and equipment. Juan Perón’s unrepentant German partisanship was seemingly unimportant.\textsuperscript{75}

Since 1945 Washington had not cooperated with Brazil. During the Dutra government it had not given (loaned) a cent to Brazil, nor to the rest of Latin America. However, on the surface relations appeared quite friendly and positive; Truman went to Rio for the closing of the Inter-American Conference that produced the Rio Treaty in 1947 and Dutra repaid the honor with a 12-day visit to the United States in September 1949. It seemed that the Americans would support Brazilian economic development. The so-called Abbink Mission (1947-48) updated the wartime Cooke Mission’s recommendations with yet another diagnosis of Brazilian necessities.\textsuperscript{76} Dutra told the Brazilian congress that Truman had emphasized that the United States was interested in collaborating in Brazil’s economic development and social progress. And he noted that the two governments would soon be negotiating a treaty to stimulate American investment in Brazil.\textsuperscript{77} But it did not turn out that way.

The elections of October 3, 1950 returned former dictator Getúlio Vargas to the presidency. Vargas was not the same as he had been when deposed in 1945. He was the wartime ally and understood the benefits of close ties with the United States. But he also understood that American promises, real and implied, were not always realized. And he nursed a gnawing wound from Ambassador Berle’s interventionist role in his deposition in 1945. He had less mental and physical energy to deal with a hugely complicated political scene with many more turbulent actors and issues than had been the case earlier.\textsuperscript{78}

Now with the crisis in the Far East the United States wanted Latin America to send troops to fight in Korea. It made repeated overtures to Brazil to send infantry to Korea. Dutra would not commit his successor to a war,
so in the first half of 1951, the Brazilians did not quite say no, but they never said yes. In June 1951, when the secretary-general of the United Nations requested Brazilian troops, the Brazilian National Security Council discussed the matter and decided the country could not afford the costs of organizing and maintaining an expeditionary force in Asia, but it could furnish, in return for military and financial aid, strategic materials for war industry, including minerals related to producing atomic energy. The Americans offered to train Brazilian forces in Brazil and to pay for arms, equipment, and transportation. Truman wrote Vargas pleading that it would be a “great help to the United Nations effort in Korea if Brazil could send an Infantry Division...” The Truman administration sought approval of the Organization of American States (OAS) to invoke the recent Rio Treaty, which would oblige the Latin Americans to enter the conflict. But the Latin Americans pointed out that the treaty related to hemispheric security and Korea was far away. Washington was beset by fear that the fighting in Korea was preparation for a Soviet attack in Europe, but could not convince the Latin Americans to adopt its world view.

It was the Korean crisis that led the United States to expand its facilities to train Latin American officers in hopes that their countries might “respond increasingly to United Nations requests for assistance in Korea.” Several Latin American countries had requested training in joint staff planning and operations for their senior officers. Because of security restrictions, limited capacity, and language difficulties such training in existing installations was impractical, so the Joint Chiefs took steps to create an appropriate school in the Canal Zone. That institution eventually became the infamous School of the Americas.

For Brazil the question of sending troops to Korea was intimately linked to economic assistance. Even Oswaldo Aranha, who had been chiefly responsible for the World War II alliance and, who continued to be a major exponent of “supporting the United States in the world in return for its support of our political, economic and military preeminence in South America,” was opposed to committing troops. To show solidarity with the Americans he suggested sending a division to Germany to free United States troops for Korea. An important army general and commander of the FEB artillery in Italy, Osvaldo Cordeiro de Farias, thought that the United States was in the Korean War to “maintain its authority in the [Far East] region.”

The Brazilians wanted assistance signed and delivered before they made a decision about sending troops. General Pedro de Góes Monteiro was sent to Washington with the goal of obtaining that type of agreement. But his instructions specified delaying matters until the fighting ended or until World War III broke out. The Brazilian government did not have domestic political support for a war role, indeed, Vargas’s own party, the PTB opposed such a
role, yet Vargas did not want to say no to the American request and so delayed responding. Góes found that Brazilian prestige in Washington had declined and there was uneasiness about the Vargas government. As a result he and the Americans talked past each other; even so the Americans drafted the text of an agreement aimed at refurbishing the wartime alliance. That draft was what Góes brought back to Rio de Janeiro.  

1952 Political-Military Accord

In the United States the McCarthy anti-communist campaign was on, and in Brazil suspicion of American “imperialism” infected politics and any discussion related to foreign affairs. Calm and reason were often absent. Brazil was still adjusting to electoral democracy after many years of dictatorship and censorship. Remarkably, it was in this tense climate that the two governments successfully negotiated a military accord along the lines of their 1942 agreement. Its purpose was to keep the military alliance alive by promising the supply of arms and training, but it muddied that intent by committing Brazil to export monazite and radio-active sands to the United States for its atomic program. Brazil was rich in uranium deposits and very interested in developing atomic technology, which the Americans blocked at every turn. It appeared that Washington wanted to obtain Brazil’s minerals while keeping it underdeveloped. It took the Brazilian congress a year of fierce debates to approve the military accord. The fallout from obtaining approval was such that it forced the resignation of Foreign Minister João Neves da Fontoura, who had favored its passage, and the deposition of War Minister Newton Estillac Leal, who had opposed it. The accord appeared to contradict Vargas’s efforts to nationalize protectively key natural resources. 

All of this caused within the army a wave of dismissals and punishments of officers seen as ultranationalists, who questioned continued close ties with the United States. This had the effect of making Brazilian military opinion more homogenous and less questioning of American motives. Petroleum continued as an irritant in relations because Brazil’s requests for funds to develop it were met by the Eisenhower administration’s insistence that the Brazilian government open its development to private American investment. Potential American investors attacked the Petrobras law as Communist-inspired. President Vargas responded by denouncing their intent to sabotage Brazilian development. Ronald Schneider commented on those years that “Polemics largely replaced dialogue as radicalizers on both extremes played upon class interests and the tensions and insecurity engendered by the process of modernization.”

Brazilian politics, with the military actively participating, descended into a struggle between nationalists and internationalists that was poorly
understood in a Washington infected with McCarthyism. Opposition to American views was easily labeled as Communist. From the perspective of the Brazilian government Eisenhower was a creature of Wall Street. Pro-American Oswaldo Aranha wrote Vargas that the Eisenhower administration would be a Republican and military government, with Wall Street serving as the General Staff. He predicted that “capitalism in power will not respect limitations, especially those of international order.”

With the Americans insisting on private investment, which the Brazilian government did not want to accept, Brazil would have to develop itself. On October 3, 1953, congress approved the Petróbras law placing petroleum development under state control. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles responded by reducing drastically the amount of an already agreed loan from the Export-Import Bank. Considering that 55% of Brazilian commerce was then with the United States that action was as hurtful as it was ill-considered. Brazil responded with a decree limiting the repatriation of profits of American firms.

“Military” relations cannot be isolated from the overall relations between countries. In the Brazilian case military relations with the United States contributed negatively to the political climate. In February 1954 Brazilian officers issued a manifesto protesting low salaries and lack of proper arms and equipment and asserted that there was a “crisis of authority” in the army. Vargas became even more defensive against U. S. trade controls and lack of development assistance. In April he sent congress the bill that created Electrobrás nationalizing the electric power grid, at the expense of Canadian and American companies. Former Foreign Minister Neves da Fontoura turned up the political heat in a press interview charging that Vargas had been negotiating with Juan Perón to create an Argentine-Brazilian-Chilean alliance against the United States. The reality of what Vargas had in mind was complicated, but seemed to hold the possibility of increasing bargaining power with Washington; even so it infuriated his enemies, who used it to argue that he wanted to stay in power. Anti-Vargas plotting commenced in the officer corps, especially in the air force. These political tensions mixed with economic ones as wages could not keep pace with inflation, credit demands outpaced availability and currency exchange was unfavorable. At the time Brazil, heavily dependent on coffee exports, watched demand in the American market fall as the government tried to keep the price above market levels.

In a misguided attempt to help the beleaguered president his body guard arranged the murder of his most vociferous enemy, Carlos Lacerda, but the shots missed their target and killed an accompanying air force officer. The resulting outraged reaction led to the military calling for Vargas’s resignation, but ended in his dramatic suicide on August 24, 1954.
Post Vargas Era Relations

Vargas’s tragic death ushered in a decade that began with a political-military crisis over the outcome of the 1955 elections, and then happily entered a period of relative peace and achievement during the presidency of Juscelino Kubitschek. Those years were marked by the building of Brasília, massive road construction, the establishment of the automotive industry, and the beginning of Brazil as an industrial power. Throughout Kubitschek was a major voice calling for serious American investment in Latin American development that would eventually lead to the Alliance for Progress in 1961. But Washington did not support Brazilian industrialization, and American private enterprise gave it a cold shoulder. Ford and General Motors refused to set up factories and so Volkswagen became the leading Brazilian automotive producer. The United States actively undermined Brazilian efforts to create capability in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Even at that stage Brazil was turning to Germany for assistance in developing its atomic capacity.

In 1956, the United States had negotiated placement of a missile tracking station on Brazil’s Fernando de Noronha Island, military radio stations in the Northeast, as well as expanded facilities for its Military Air Transport System (MATS). Unfortunately American officers injured Brazilian pride by asserting that Brazilians would have limited and guarded access to such American stations. Equally irritating, was the American failure “to acknowledge and treat Brazil as more important than its Spanish-speaking neighbors.” United States Ambassador Ellis O. Briggs argued that Brazil should be treated as the “first friend and ally” in Latin America. He asserted that “we should recognize [the] reality of Brazil’s emergence as [the] dominant Latin American power” and should treat it as such. Briggs warned of military dissatisfaction with the small size and slowness of arms transfers and the tendency to give Brazil and its smaller South American neighbors identical treatment. Brazil did not want to be treated the same as Uruguay.

Kubitschek was dependent on the military for his government’s security and so he was concerned that their needs be met. He was committed to continuing Brazil’s traditional pro-United States foreign policy, but in economic and military matters he had to defer to the congress and to the armed forces, both of which were “highly sensitive to any development which appears to infringe upon Brazilian sovereignty.”

Russia’s success in launching Sputnik caused Brazilians to doubt the long heralded technological preeminence of the United States and the launch gave a certain prestige to communism. Military critics of the traditional relationship asked what value did it have in a world where Soviet science was out pacing the Americans?

The White House woke up a bit when Vice-President Richard Nixon
was received with hostility in Argentina, Peru and Venezuela in May 1958. The Eisenhower administration increased its military assistance to Latin America but basically was opposed to development aid. Kubitschek took advantage of Washington’s renewed focus on the region by asking that the United States pledge $40 billion over the next twenty years to support what he called “Operation Pan America,” which was to be a Marshall Plan for Latin America. The idea was received coldly. The Eisenhower years saw relations with Brazil in evident decline, along with American prestige in all of Latin America.

Despite the foregoing, Eisenhower personally wanted to improve relations with Brazil and the rest of Latin America. He was fascinated by the construction of Brasília as Brazil’s new capital. In February 1960 he flew to Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and then Uruguay receiving great public displays of welcome. Kubitschek was charmed and honored to be in the presence of the great war hero, but Eisenhower, although appalled by the evident poverty, was not moved to support JK’s position that economic growth was the best way to combat communism. Eisenhower could see that “the private and public capital which had flown bounteously [emphasis added] into Latin America had failed to benefit the masses…. Kubitschek argued that poverty and frustration had “far greater capacity for stirring discontent” than did communists.

The visit was marred by the collision over Rio’s bay of a Brazilian airliner with an American plane carrying members of the U.S. Navy band. The accident seemingly heightened empathy between the two presidents but nothing more. A behind the scenes incident revealed American ignorance of Brazilian history and culture. When embassy staff unwrapped Eisenhower’s official gift for Kubitschek they were aghast to see a Steuben Glass model of the Wright Brothers’ Kitty Hawk. The Brazilians regarded their countryman, Alberto Santos-Dumont, as the first to fly a heavier-than-air machine and so the Steuben Glass model would have been an affront. A replacement gift was quickly sought.

**Castro Era**

Fidel Castro’s victory over Fulgencio Batista in Cuba in January of 1959 changed the relative importance of Latin America to Washington. The ineptness of the Eisenhower administration helped radicalize the Castro government and pushed it into the willing arms of Moscow. The *Military Review* at the U.S. Army’s Command and General Staff School began publishing articles on “unconventional warfare.” And to deal with the perceived threat so close to the United States the Eisenhower team embarked on intense intervention. His 1960 trip to South America did not deter him from
authorizing the CIA to overthrow Castro. Washington’s nervous attention to communists in Brazil soared to a whole new level.

The successor government of John Kennedy had better instincts but succumbed to the anti-communist, anti-Castro wave. The new president was fascinated by “unconventional warfare” and gave approval for the creation of the army’s green beret-adorned Special Forces. The official vision of Latin America was distorted even more as the Kennedy administration became convinced in 1961 that the Northeast of Brazil was about to erupt into a vast Cuban-style revolution. In 1962 this fear was such in Washington that the government gave funds to the enemies of Brazilian President João Goulart to weaken his position.101

In 1962 understanding in Brazil of how American military assistance functioned was so confused that officers on the president’s military staff (Casa Militar) thought that Americans officials made decisions as to which units received American arms and equipment. Obviously that would be an “interference of a foreign country in matters of our exclusive competence.” In fact the chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces (EMFA) felt compelled to write a long memo denying any American involvement in the distribution of material.102 Clearly alliances require considerable explanation to all involved.

1964 Coup and After: Dominican Republic and Vietnam

The Brazilian political situation deteriorated steadily and the military was drawn intimately into plotting against President João Goulart. Suffice to say that he and his government were tarnished with a communist and fellow traveler label. The U.S. Embassy, especially Military Attaché Colonel Vernon Walters, paid attention to currents and plans within the officer corps. United States officials advised Brazilian captains and majors that if the coup was unsuccessful they should get out of Brazil, and reassured them that the American government would support, train, arm, and reinsert them to carry out a guerrilla war against the winners. More directly Washington assembled a naval task force called “Operation Brother Sam” with petroleum and arms in case the anti-Goulart forces needed them. As it turned out Goulart’s people folded immediately and Brother Sam steamed back north. Unhappily, President Lyndon Johnson had the bad taste to recognize the new government while Goulart was technically still president.103

A purely military coup d’état was not part of Brazilian political culture; previous coups had been civilian-military mixes. This one was no different, but the military had the guns. Army Chief of Staff Humberto de Castello Branco had been a major player in the plotting and organizing elite opinion. The various “revolutionary” factions could not agree on a civilian politician to
take the presidency, but a majority backed Castello Branco. He had been the operations officer of the FEB in Italy and was well regarded by the American military. He agreed to serve as president only until the end of Goulart’s term of office, and he refused to institutionalize the military’s hold on power. He wanted to reform the political-economic system by restructuring the political parties and launching a land reform program that was similar to Goulart’s. The situation was radicalized by military hard-liners seeking a complete cleansing of leftist and populist influences and by civilian politicians delaying and obstructing Castello’s reforms. The former pressed him to recess and purge the Congress, to remove questionable state governors, and to decree the expansion of presidential powers at the expense of the congress and the courts. He restrained the populist left, but in doing so created the basis for authoritarian rule by his successors. Castello tried to maintain a degree of democracy but in the end was forced to accept continued army control by agreeing to the succession of Minister of Army Artur Costa e Silva. On the positive side he maintained the tradition of presidential supremacy over the military and kept potential coup-makers in check.

It was now apparent that the armed forces officer corps was divided between those who believed that they should confine themselves to their professional duties and those who regarded politicians as scoundrels ready to betray Brazil to communism or some other menace. Many officers believed that they were upholding democracy, even as they were distorting and limiting it. The regime did not attempt to eliminate the trappings of liberal constitutionalism because it feared disapproval of international opinion and damage to the alliance with the United States. As the citadel of anticommunism, the United States provided the ideology that the Brazilian military used to justify their hold on power. But Washington also preached liberal democracy, which forced the authoritarians to assume the contradictory position of defending democracy by effectively destroying it. Their concern for appearances caused them to abstain from creating a personalist dictatorship as in Spanish-American countries by requiring each successive general-president to pass power to his replacement.

The role of the United States in these events was complex and at times contradictory. Throughout 1963 in the United States there had been an anti-Goulart press campaign and in 1964 the Johnson administration gave moral support to the conspiracy. Ambassador Lincoln Gordon later admitted that the embassy had given money to anti-Goulart candidates in the 1962 elections and had encouraged the plotters; that there were many extra CIA and American military personnel operating in Brazil; and that four U.S. Navy oil tankers and the carrier Forrestal, in “Operation Brother Sam,” had stood off the coast. Washington immediately had recognized the new government and joined the chorus chanting that the coup d’état of the “democratic forces”
had restrained the hand of international communism. In retrospect it appears that the only foreign hand involved was the American one. But it would be going too far to say that Brazilian puppets were dancing to Washington’s tune, the United States was not the principal actor in this play. 106

With the military in power one might think that military relations with the United States would greatly improve, but that would be a mistake. On the surface they certainly were friendly, but out of public view it was another matter. The American intervention in the 1965 crisis in the Dominican Republic under the guise of preventing another Cuba obtained the blessing of the Organization of American States, but the American request for Latin American troops was approved with the proviso that the commander be Latin American. The Latin Americans were upset that Washington sought OAS approval only after it sent troops.107

President-General Humberto de Castello Branco agreed to send a Brazilian contingent partly because he opposed such unilateral intervention by any American republic, especially the United States.108 Effectively the Dominican intervention became a multilateral operation. The symbolism of having a Brazilian general command American troops was profound for the Brazilian military. Lt. General Bruce Palmer was not pleased being told by General Hugo Panasco Alvim that the language of his headquarters would be Portuguese and that Palmer had better get himself an interpreter. Not surprisingly Palmer and Alvim did not get along and eventually they were both relieved under guise of rotation of commanders. An important grouping of Brazilian intellectuals expressed their “vehement repulsion at the Brazilian government’s complicity in the hateful armed intervention of the United States.” Likewise there were protests within the armed forces, particularly, from hard line officers. As a result Castello Branco lost so much prestige that he was unable to fulfill his promise of turning the presidency over to an elected civilian.109 Brazilian participation in the Dominican affair was a factor in prolonging military control of the government.

Hard on the Dominican crisis was the Vietnam situation. This time the United States was acting without the cover of the United Nations or any other international body. In repeated letters between 1965 and 1967 President Lyndon Johnson asked Castello Branco for Brazilian troops. The request was somewhat sweetened by Johnson’s approval of a $150 million loan to Brazil. Castello Branco told Ambassador Lincoln Gordon that the military would have objections. Given the intense popular opposition to the war, and the likelihood of high casualty levels without clear recompense Castello Branco said no. 110 Close on that decision, in an effort to control spending, the Johnson administration cut back on the military assistance that Brazil had been receiving. This had the consequence of Brazil turning to Europe for weaponry. French Mirage jets replaced American F-5s, and from
1968 to 1972 Brazil spent some $500 million on European arms. At the end of the 1960s President Richard Nixon called for a careful reassessment of relations with the considerably more authoritarian Brazilian regime. The reassessment recognized the need for “a mature, friendly, and mutually beneficial relationship …because of Brazil’s long-run potential” and because it had half the land and half the population of South America. Trade and investment were judged to be of prime importance, while diplomatic and military interests were secondary. The Congress had declared that “military sales should not be made if they would arm military dictators who are “denying the growth of fundamental rights or social progress to their own people unless the President determines it to be in the security interests of the U. S.” The administration decided to sidestep that “sense of Congress” because of Brazil’s “importance to the interests of the U.S.” and allow cash sales to go forward and to release $30 million in credits for helicopters and transport aircraft. To do otherwise would “be a very serious irritant causing damage to our relations out of proportion to the requests themselves.” Concurrent with these actions, President Richard Nixon told Henry Kissinger that “I want a stepped up effort for closer relations with Brazil’s government….” He said that he preferred democratically elected governments but believed they had to be pragmatic. He strove to assure the Brazilian government and the military that “we are [not] looking down our noses at them because of their form of government.” He thought it was possible to have close relations without “embracing their form of government or condoning their internal actions.”

In theory such relations might be possible, but from a Brazilian perspective close relations were regarded as support and approval. 1968 saw increasing protests and street demonstrations against the government. In March 1968 some 60,000 gathered for the burial of a high school student shot by the police during a protest against the closing of a student restaurant in Rio, then after the Seventh-Day Mass at the Candelária church in the city center crowds outside the church were dispersed with considerable violence. Protests and marches took place throughout the country. More repression and arrests of students led to a massive march of some 100,000 through Rio’s streets. In April seventy-two university professors, some with international reputations, were summarily dismissed and forbidden to teach. Hundreds of people had been arrested, frustration and anger were widespread. One general warned that “excessive repression brings a rising radicalization of demands.” Instead of easing the tension, police and military repression intensified in August, Brazil’s darkest and tragedy-laden month, with hundreds of students arrested in São Paulo and Rio and 14,000 soldiers on the streets of the latter. The Supreme Federal Tribunal denied *habeas corpus* for an arrested student leader and the Chamber of Deputies rejected a bill of amnesty for the student demonstrators. The *Universidade de Brasília* was invaded by military police
and the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais was closed after a similar invasion.\textsuperscript{117} Throughout the country university professors and labor leaders were arrested. Radical military officers saw the student unrest as sign that a “revolutionary war” was underway.

At the end of 1968, the government of Costa e Silva issued the draconian Institutional Act No. 5 taking Brazil into a dark dictatorship. Hundreds more were arrested, disappearances and “the widespread use of severe torture” became common place. The U. S. military was very reluctant to accept the truth of the reports because, according to Ambassador John Crimmins, “they did not believe that the Brazilian Army was capable of doing this.” Crimmins noted that the torture “wasn’t just electrical shocks; this was the real medieval stuff.”\textsuperscript{118} The years 1968 and 1969 were the worst years of the military era.

In August 1969, when President Costa e Silva was incapacitated by a cardiovascular problem, the three armed forces ministers declared themselves a ruling junta until a new president could be chosen. And the military did the choosing. The senior generals and admirals gleaned the favorites of their subordinate flag officers, and a seven member armed forces high command ratified the choice of General Emílio Garrastázú Médici, who had headed the National Intelligence Service (SNI). The national congress, which had been forcibly recessed for ten months and thoroughly purged, was called back to endorse the military’s decision.\textsuperscript{119}

Who was Médici? When Goulart was deposed in 1964 Médici was commander of the Academia Militar das Agulhas Negras and supported the coup more from a commitment to hierarchy and discipline and army cohesion than from a political position. Costa e Silva sent him to Washington as military attaché for just short of two years. Promoted to Major General, Costa made him head of the National Intelligence Service (SNI), saying he wanted someone nearby who was capable of telling him when he was wrong. Within the regime Médici argued that exceptional measures were not necessary to guarantee stability and national security. Even so the climate became steadily more repressive. In March 1969, Médici was promoted to four-star general and sent to command the Third Army in Rio Grande do Sul. When Costa e Silva became ill, Médici was one of the small cluster of generals considered eligible to succeed him.\textsuperscript{120}

As Elio Gaspari observed: “To Castello Branco the dictatorship appeared an evil. For Costa e Silva it was a convenience. For Médici it was a neutral factor, an instrument of bureaucratic action, a source of power and strength.” As he said to one of his ministers: “I have the AI-5, everything is possible.”\textsuperscript{121}

Médici professed dismay at the reports of mistreatment and torture of prisoners. According to his head of SNI, General Carlos Alberto Fontoura, in
two or three meetings of the armed forces chiefs and cabinet ministers Médici said that he did not “accept torture, or the mistreatment or killing of captives. There is no way that I accept this.”

But the mistreatment, torture, and murder continued beyond the control of the president of the republic.

In November 1969 a group of European clergymen and intellectuals delivered a dossier to the Pope documenting torture in Brazil and in the next month Amnesty International issued a report on Brazilian torture that gave the topic world-wide attention.

On March 8, 1970, the Sunday *New York Times* carried a letter from 102 professors, most of whom had done research in Brazil, protesting against “torture, imprisonment without cause, and suppression of civil rights.” “We doubt,” they declared, “that ever in the history of Brazil has there occurred more systematic, more wide spread, and more inhuman treatment of political dissidents.” In April 1970 there was a flood of exposés: *The Washington Post* published Brady Tyson’s “Brazil Twists Thumbscrews…,” noted American academics launched a dossier entitled “Terror in Brazil”; the Catholic *Commonweal* magazine carried Ralph Della Cava’s article “Torture in Brazil.” After months of denials, in December the Minister of Education, Jarbas Passarinho admitted that ‘isolated’ cases of torture had occurred.

The reality was that state-managed violence had become part of the daily political culture. Brazil was locked in a culture of fear that immobilized the population. The deep involvement of the armed forces in repression and the use of torture were something new. Mistreatment of prisoners could be traced back in Brazilian history, but earlier cases were poor, marginal people. This time the victims were middle class, even women and clerics were not immune. The personal actions of officers in the repression implicated them in crimes that could have no legal justification and thereby insured their support for the whole terrible system. Fearing the reach of justice they were fiercely opposed to dismantling the system and insured their loyalty to it. Of course, it damaged the reputation of Brazil’s military. And it damaged its effective readiness, despite having increased the number of generals from 124 in 1964 to 155 in 1974. Reportedly some 7,000 trucks had been added to the various barracks motor pools, but not a single mechanic. The army bought old American tanks for which ammunition was no longer made, and every other one did not run.

The foregoing was the situation when President General Médici visited the United States in December 1971. Nixon famously toasted him: “we know that as Brazil goes, so will go the rest of that Latin American continent….” Médici’s response included the line “United States always knows that it will find in Brazil a loyal and independent ally.” An attuned ear would have caught the importance of the word: independent.
toast would take on dark meaning in the next years as Uruguay, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina fell under military dictatorships. In a meeting in the White House Médici emphasized that continued American military assistance was “essential” and that contact between the two nation’s militaries was “indispensable.” He opposed “any reduction of either.” But the nature of the military regime would ultimately produce that effect.

Médici enjoyed noticeable popular support, after all Brazil was in an impressive economic boom that seemed to be making life better, at least for the middle and upper classes. And, of course, its team won the World Cup in 1970. Authoritarianism apparently provided benefits. Médici repeatedly said that he wanted to be followed in the presidency by a civilian. He was thinking of his chief of staff (Casa Civil) João Leitão de Abreu, who would have been named as he himself had been, not elected. But because there was still guerrilla activity in the Araguaia region of the Amazon, he believed that another general was necessary. Médici was linked with his predecessor Costa e Silva, yet he and his closest advisers settled on General Ernesto Geisel to succeed him. Geisel was retired from the army and was president of Petrobrás, but more important he had been the principal military aide to Castello Branco. In the Brazilian army there was a division between those officers who adhered to Costismo and those who were more attuned to Castellismo. The major difference between the two related to the nature of government, the Costistas favored long-term authoritarian military control, while the Castellistas leaned toward reform and preservation of constitutional structures. The latter tended to be more sophisticated and better educated, the former were found in the ranks of the hard liners. Likely Médici was somewhat deluded about Geisel. But he thought that because Geisel had been away from the army for a time and was sort of a businessman in his Petrobrás role, choosing him would show that the situation had evolved positively.

It should be said that Geisel’s older brother Orlando was Médici’s army minister. There were rumors that Orlando was behind his brother’s rise to the presidency, but they were not true. There was some hope among the Costistas that Médici would stay in office, but he would not hear of any continuation. He voted for Ernesto Geisel and his was the vote that counted. A recently fashioned electoral college gave its assent, but it was Médici’s decision that mattered. Geisel took office in mid-March 1974.

General João Batista Figueiredo, while briefing Geisel on the poor readiness status of the army, concluded “God help us … they are throwing money away.” Geisel had reason to observe that “the army, from a moral point of view, had fallen considerably.” And his choice for minister of the army, General Dale Coutinho lamented that in fighting subversion, they had no legal cover, there were laws for foreign war, but not for their specific type of war.
Geisel told his cabinet that the goal was “gradual, but sure democratic refinement” with increased participation of “responsible elites” aiming at the complete institutionalization of “the principles of the Revolution of 1964.” The exceptional powers would be kept, but used only as a last resort. Clearly there would be no quick return to democratic rule, instead Brazil entered a period of slow “decompression” (distensão). Médici had urged him to keep his brother Orlando as minister of the army, but Geisel knew that he and his brother thought differently. Instead he appointed General Coutinho, with whom, despite his hardline reputation, he shared a sense of common purpose regarding the army. Unfortunately after two months in office he took ill and died suddenly. Geisel named the chief of staff General Sylvio Coelho da Frota to replace him. Frota was also a hard liner and they did not share a common vision. Geisel had to gain control of the armed forces and to do that he had to have the army behind him. The key was to limit the autonomy of the Centro de Informação do Exército (CIEI), which had been operating throughout the country, often without the knowledge of the local regional commanders. New orders specified that the CIEI would continue its intelligence work, but it had to obtain the approval of regional commanders to operate in their areas. In effect this stopped clandestine operations in Rio and São Paulo and the number of cases of reported torture declined sharply. The hardline fought back. According to an admitted killer, by “resolving to act on their own account outside the chain of command.” Repeated appeals for military unity had much to do with Geisel’s struggle to suppress the rogue hard-liners.

In the meantime he was re-shaping Brazilian foreign relations. He described his foreign policy as pragmatic. There would be no more automatic alignment with the United States. Brazilian foreign policy would be ecumenical. Brazil was “of the west, but not an ally of the United States.” It would act primarily in its own best interests. Partly this attitude built on evident trends in the Quadros and Goulart foreign policies, and partly was stimulated by Brazil’s dependence on imported oil. Geisel aimed at insuring good relations with the oil-rich Arab countries, and opened new embassies in the Gulf States and Iraq. Saudi Arabia provided money for a Middle Eastern studies program at the Universidade de Brasília. Brazil had been a major supporter of the creation of Israel and so it was symbolic of its shift toward the Arab states that it voted for the anti-Zionist resolution in the U.N. General Assembly in November 1975. The decision on the vote resulted from some sloppiness in the foreign ministry and American quickness to criticize. Asked for his approval of a vote in favor, Geisel concurred, but then the next day thought better of it and ordered the ministry to vote no. But in the meantime the State Department criticized their position wounding the Brazilians’ sense of dignity, making it impossible to back down. Brazil sought new markets in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, not because it had changed its view
of communism, rather it wanted to diversify its markets and trade partners. Recognizing that the Portuguese revolution of 1974 had cut loose the mother-country’s African colonies, Brazil recognized the independence of Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea-Bissau. Also in 1974, it exchanged ambassadors with the People’s Republic of China and warmed up to Cuba. It was notable that Geisel made state visits to England, France, and Japan, while avoiding the United States.

The low point in Brazilian-American military relations came in 1977. Having been blocked by the United States (1951) in obtaining centrifuges for an atomic program, Brazil had joined the American Atoms for Peace program (1955) that gave it an atomic plant powered by American supplied reactor fuel. In 1974 India’s explosion of a nuclear device so startled the United States that it told the Brazilians that it would not fulfill its agreement to provide the contracted enriched fuel. Coming on the heels of the OPEC oil embargo this put Brazil in a difficult spot. Worse, that same year, Argentina’s Atucha reactor came on line. With some evident desperation the Brazilians negotiated a vast contract with West Germany for the construction of enriched uranium heavy-water reactors, for extensive transfer of technology for full fabrication and processing from uranium ores to transmission of electricity via an extensive electrical grid. 137

It was rather startling to see atomic enrichment mix with human rights violations to create an explosive situation that ended the military alliance. But first in 1976 there was a brief interlude when it looked as if Brazil and the United States would deepen their traditional cooperation. Foreign Minister Azeredo da Silveira, who had a friendly relationship with Secretary of State Kissenger, arranged a joint memorandum that provided for regular consultation on issues of interest. 138 The sound idea behind the consultative mechanism was that it would reduce the possibility that misunderstandings would reach the level of crisis. The Brazilians felt that it meant that the United States was recognizing Brazil’s status as the region’s paramount economic power. Kissinger asserted that the United States welcomed “Brazil’s new role in world affairs” and that their “institution of consultation” would give “meaning and strength and permanence to our cooperation.” 139

In June 1976, the foreign aid bill passed the American congress with the requirement (Harkin Amendment) that the State Department make an annual report on human rights in all the countries receiving military assistance. The first report prepared before the presidential elections of that November criticized Brazil. Throughout the campaign the Democratic candidate Jimmy Carter had condemned the human rights situation in Brazil as well as the Brazilian-German atomic agreement. In October the Ford White House issued a strong statement on non-proliferation, which the Brazilians appeared to shrug off. The Geisel team was betting that Gerald Ford would win the election and
that the “close friendship” between Kissinger and Foreign Minister Azevedo Silveira would protect them. “The Brazilians were shocked that Carter won” and they dug in their heels on the nuclear problem. The situation was “aggravated severely” by Vice President Walter Mondale’s going to Bonn to try to convince the Germans to withdraw from the agreement. The Americans had decided to work on the West Germans, as Ambassador Crimmins put it, “based on the belief that we couldn’t do anything with Brazil.”

The Brazilians felt depreciated by the American maneuver to pressure the Germans. Shortly after taking office, Carter sent Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher to Brasília. There was a broad examination of the situation. There were no threats, contrary to what the Brazilian press reported. The Americans explained why they hoped that “the Brazilians would adopt comprehensive safeguards for all their nuclear activities.” And they explained the “legislative prohibitions” in the foreign assistance laws, which could be thought of as a subtle warning. The Brazilians put out the story that they had resisted strong American pressures. They believed that their national prestige required that they have nuclear technology and were determined to obtain it. The Americans were concerned that they would one day develop a bomb, which the Brazilians claimed not to want. Ambassador Crimmins observed that “the Brazilian nerves were very raw about the nuclear thing. They were worked up about it. A lot of phony stuff issued, planted by the government about this. Then the human rights question intervened.”

President Jimmy Carter emphasized dual policies of respect for human rights and non-proliferation of nuclear technology. He first tried to convince Germany to withdraw from the agreement and failing that pressured Brazil to halt its program. The stubborn, hostile reaction in Brazil was remarkable for it succeeded in unifying all sectors of society against the American intrusion into what was commonly thought to be an important element of Brazilian development. And as President Geisel later noted the program with Germany had nothing to do with the military or military objectives. “The United States, England, France, Russia, and China could have nuclear technology, but not Brazil? Are we inferior to the others?” Geisel asked. The obvious lack of trust in Brazilian intentions caused an intense rallying around the flag.

Ambassador John Crimmins took pains to deliver a copy of the report on Brazil’s human rights before it became public in Washington. The very next morning Crimmins was called to the foreign ministry to be told that they were renouncing the military accord. The report was very positive about Geisel’s efforts to reign in the security apparatus, but by then the Geisel had already decided to end American military assistance as a sign of independence. Both sides felt that the accord no longer served the relationship, but the hard line officers especially felt that it kept the military subservient to the United States.
Geisel’s act of bravado increased his prestige among those officers. Indeed it may have helped his relations with the opposition as well. It contributed to his ability to remove hard line Minister of the Army Frota in October, strengthen his hold over the armed forces, while continuing his policy of decompression and, eventually imposing his chosen successor General João Batista Figueiredo.  

While the anti-atomic energy policy of the Carter government angered Brazilians as a whole, the human rights campaign seemed two-faced to the Brazilian military. There was an intense debate going on within the armed forces regarding torture and mistreatment of political prisoners. President Ernesto Geisel had long opposed such behavior and was then engaged in an internal struggle to eliminate it from the military’s ‘suppressive apparatus,’ as it was called. By doing so Geisel would effectively weaken the influence of the hard line officers. Jimmy Carter’s moralizing confused officers involved in repression because they had learned harsh interrogation techniques from Americans. Between 1965 and 1970, 70 Brazilian officers trained at the School of the Americas in Panama, of whom 38 (63%) were in intelligence. Comparing the names of those who went to the school with those who were later accused of torture or the death of prisoners there was a ratio of one in every ten. 

The effect of Carter’s dual policy of human rights and anti-nuclear development was the end as far as the Geisel government was concerned. Geisel said that “our foreign policy had to be realistic and, as much as possible, independent. We had walked too much in tow (subordinate) of the United States. We had to live and treat with the United States, as much as possible, as equal to equal, even though they are much stronger, much more powerful than us.” He believed that Brazilian development was tied to the Northern Hemisphere and so he intensified relations with England, France, Germany, and Japan. “We could not do more with the United States because the demands that they were making seemed to me to be improper.”

End of Alliance and Renewal Thirty-Three Years Later  

The cancelling of the 1952 military accord and the elimination of the mixed military commissions that had existed since 1942 changed the nature of Brazilian-American relations. The old intimate alliance was gone. Some might call it a more mature relationship. However, relations between the two armed forces remained cordial with officer exchanges continuing; it was the close cooperation that could no longer be assumed. The fading controversy over atomic energy continued until 1990, but suspicions linger. However, the two giants of the Western Hemisphere could not change the reality of their geography. They grew ever more interdependent economically, even as
Brazil continued to lag behind in education and research. The collapse of the Soviet Union created new dynamics and possibilities, while the recast Russia proved a competitor in supplying Brazil with modern armaments. Partly to prevent Russian sales the United States revamped its military relations with Brazil at a moment when the Brazilian military was concerned to enhance its research and development, logistics systems, education and training, and the acquisition of weapons and services. In 2010, when, as Secretary of Defense Robert Gates observed, their “common interests” made “Brazil’s growing involvement and significance in global affairs a welcome development for the United States” the two signed a new military agreement. Time will tell how this new relationship will develop.
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